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1 The Plotinian Logos has not been granted, when discussed, the importance which it deserves, and scholars have been too ready to find inconsistencies.
So Heinze, after saying that on the whole Plotinus 
THE PLOTINIAN LOGOS AND ITS STOIC BASIS o105
Whittaker remarks,1 Logos is never used as a technical term for the Second Hypostasis in Plotinus. Plotinus is preceded by several thinkers who were led to adopt the Spermatic Logos; but although the Stoic conception had apparently already been dematerialized in Neopythagoreanism," which held that Number is the extension and energy of the Spermatic Logoi in the Monad,3 it is in the Plotinian system that the aematerialized reproduction of the Stoic concept first appears as an organic and indispensable element. For, as a principle at once rational and creative, the Logos is a mainspring operating Plotinus' cosmogony; by using the Logos he successfully accomplishes the arduous descent from Reality, the realm of Nous, to Process, the realm of Becoming.
Either to refuse to see in Plotinus the spermatic conception at all,' or to deny the Logos a place in the hierarchy of hypostases,j appears to me to fail to appreciate the consistency in his doctrine which the following examination seeks to reveal.
II.
Plotinus occasionally adopts the well-known distinction, developed by Stoicism6 and found in Philo,7 between the Xdyos wrpo/opLKds and the Xyo •v8L&dOE0roS. The contrast is not for Plotinus, as for Philo and the Stoics, of fundamental importance, but is introduced merely as a useful illustration: 'As the spoken Logos is an image of that in Soul, so that psychic Logos which is the interpreters of the Logos in the Higher Hypostasis is broken when compared with that which ranks before it.'g And from other passages'0 it becomes clear that Universal Soul is the Logos, the Interpreter, of Nous in the Sensible World. Further examination reveals the fact that Logos under its purely noetic aspect is the All-Soul, which, by the well-known Plotinian theory that the lower principle is not cut off from its producer,' inheres in Nous, but in so far as the appropriate act of Soul qzua Soul is discursive reasoning'2 is logically distinguishable. This All-Soul, Soul qua Third Hypostasis, Soul Absolute, may be regarded as the Life (Sonj) in Nous which exists logically, not temporally, prior to the World-Soul, above which no less than above all individual souls it stands.'3 Now, as distinct from this higher phase, appears the World-Soul, Soul conceived as pervading and animating the corporeal order which Nous has called into existence, the Creative Logos which engenders the things subsequent to Soul,"' and to which Plotinus applies the term 4io-t,. From other passages it becomes clear that the Logos derives its importance not from identity, but from connexion with Sperma.5 From the Fourth Essay of the Second Ennead we learn that bodies require to be produced from the moulding of matter, the incorporeal substrate, by the Noetic Ideas, in which production the Spermatic Logoi are the immediate agents. Logos produces variety in animate bodies, but as the principle of order and determination is opposed by indeterminate matter, which is identical only with that part of Otherness opposed to the Logoi.9 Elsewhere it is said that the forms indwelling in matter are not the same as they would have been in themselves, but are infected by it: for example, the Logos may not be able to hide the ugliness of matter, and the result will be an ugly face.'0 The Logoi as principles ruling over matter have a greater degree of reality, but matter itself is devoid of Logos, a shadowy declension from it."
The Plotinian objection to the Stoic conception of creative Logos is simply that this is derived from matter, and, because it is not pure form, does not possess priority: it does not create a composite by having come into matter.2 As Br6hier well remarks: ' Le Logos est bien un mouvement, comme Pl'ont vu les Stoiciens, mais ce n'est pas le mouvement du feu; c'est dire qu'il accepte tout du stomcisme, moins le mat~rialisme.'"3 This position is made abundantly clear. Not matter but Soul constitutes Logos, and Soul cannot be imagined, though entering matter, to set it aflame." Matter can indeed become fire, but only on the arrival, not of fire, but of the appropriate Logos.'5 Logos is exterior to matter, not in the sense that they 'are at the two opposite poles,' but in the sense that their natures are different. Only the Soul, not matter, contains Logoi as indwelling powers.'" ' If matter,' asks Plotinus,17 'on (Stoic) premises qua body is the same everywhere, surely the very fact that it makes distinct bodies owing to the qualities which it has received shows that these acquired qualities are really immaterial Logoi ?'~s In another place apparently both Stoics and Epicureans are criticized: 'If fire also is a Logos which works in matter, and each of the other elements is as well, fire cannot arise automatically.
For But this is impossible, because fire exists in the Universe before friction between bodies arises; the bodies themselves already possess fire when friction takes place. The potentiality of matter is not such that it can of itself produce fire. If, then, the principle which produces fire must be a Logos, since it bestows form, what principle is it ? It is Soul, which is able to produce fire, i.e. it is Logos and life which together constitute one and the same principle.'" In one passage the Spermatic Logoi are introduced under the name of Forms: 'They must not be placed on one side apart, with matter on the other side right away from them, so that the irradiation received by it reaches it from somewhere on high. .. . Speaking more precisely, we must not assume that Form is locally separated from matter, and then matter possesses the Form as a reflection in water, but rather that it encompasses the Form on all sides, as it were embracing and yet not embracing it,2 By this approach matter derives in its entirety what t can from Form; for there is nothing intermediate, and the Form does not permeate the whole of matter nor glide over it, but remains in itself.' 3
The Demiurgic Soul is said to create the Sensible World in imitation of the Intelligible, 'just as the Spermatic Logos, which from the immobile seed develops itself by gradual evolution, it seems, into plurality, shows manifestly by partition its multiplicity.
Instead of keeping its internal unity it expends that outside itself. Its advance is a gain in size but a loss in strength'4
As being the total Logos, the All-Soul will be able to sketch out beforehand the powers of individual souls ere they proceed from it. This sketch will resemble preliminary irradiations upon matter, which will be followed by the individual soul.5 The Logos of each thing, whether of plant or of animal, must qua Logos exhibit unity in multiplicity ;6 the unity of soul is not to be understood in the sense that it is one Logos, but in the sense that its substrate is one, and soul may constitute any number of Logoi as great as its original number.'7 We may wonder how a human soul-i.e. a human Logos-can participate in the body of a brute. But soul is potentially all things, only functioning at different times according to a different Logos." Every Spermatic Logos contains within itself the Logos for the matter of every animal. The matter will be worked upon by it, either being found to be consonant with the Logos or receiving from the latter an appropriate quality. For the Logos of an ox can inhere only in the matter of an ox. Thus (and here Plotinus countenances metensomatosis) the Logos-soul will be transformed from what it was originally to become the Logos of an ox.Y The Logos, of which the arrival in matter produces body, must contain within itself all the qualities. It is pure immaterial form which, though in contrast with the Noetic Logos it is inseparably connected with matter, is notwithstanding separable from it in thought.1o Nature, which is identical with the total Spermatic Logos, produces the Logoi in the animal and vegetable kingdoms, and these Logoi themselves abiding bestow something on the material substrate. 
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R. E. WITT chief rank, is not the moist matter, but that which is unseen, i.e. a principle of number, a Logos.'" Nature may be said to contain a Logos of beauty which is the pattern of the Logos in bodies; but an even more beautiful pattern than the Logos in Nature is its source, the Logos in Soul.2 The shadow cast by Soul goes as far as the Logos which proceeds from Soul, and this Logos is of such a character that it may generate a bulk as great as the Idea wished it to generate.3 The total Logos is conceived as a systematic multiplicity of Logoi, a psychic creature ((qov fvxtKOV) possessing varied forms.4 The entire Logos-Soul has potentially in itself the faculty of bringing order in the Sensible World: 'in the same way also Seed-Logoi mould and fashion animate things as it were into little worlds.'5 ' In that which is posterior to Soul, things often hinder one another, and are deprived of attaining their natural form which the individual Logos desires.'6 Soul bestows on bodies the shapes of which it has the Logoi-the celestial deities in the Sensible World and all.7 Owing to the wondrous art displayed by Nature every thing is begotten as a Logos, dwelling in matter, but modelled after a Logos which is prematerial. Biological reproduction is due to the impulse of the indwelling Logos." 'In every living thing, a unity, there is produced by Nature a multiplicity of events, not, however, all simultaneously; there are the periods of life, and at fixed times sprout out-e.g, horns, beard. The breasts develop, the bloom of life is reached, and procreation of others in the same species becomes possible. New Logoi are added without the destruction of these originally present, as is clear from the fact that in the offspring the same total Logos is again manifested.'"0 If all goes well, the birth of children takes place in accordance with the Spermatic Logos.
Plotinus, however, allows that sometimes obstacles prevail, present either in the mother or in her environment."
With his usual skill of observation, he points out that when in an animal a gash or wound occurs, the parts are spontaneously drawn and joined together so that the wound is healed: this, he maintains, is due to the governing Logos.'2 Perhaps the fact that Logoi are intermediaries, and must always first yield to the affections of matter,'3 accounts for a gradual deterioration which is observable in men of to-day as compared with men of yore.'4 The Soul does not need to shake up the Logoi, since matter, once it has obtained Logoi, does its share by creating an upheaval for those Logoi which come later.'5 Matter, in fact, not the Spermatic Logos, is responsible for evils: so also the Logoi in the arts are not responsible for the flaws and all which conflicts with those arts."6 Nevertheless matter is dominated in the direction of greater good. And so from all things unity is produced, even though sensa are in a different state, as the products of matter and Logoi, from that which they occupied in the Logoi.'7 The Logos, then, which inheres in matter is the generative Soul, which is in its turn modified by the The Spermatic Logoi and Nature are the activity of Absolute-Soul, which is unity containing difference. Hence the Spermatic Logoi as parts will exhibit a proportionately greater difference. Their acts in which the creative process terminates exhibit an even wider contrast.6 The two phases of Logos, the one the engendering, the other linking the Higher Order to the World of Process, constitute together the Universal Province.7 The Sensible World is governed by Soul in accordance with Logos, just as in each living thing the indwelling principle fashions the parts that proceed from it and coordinates them with the whole, which contains all the parts, whereas they contain each only as much as it is. Logos implies that each thing acts and is acted upon not haphazard nor according to the chance occurrence of events, but by a law of Necessity.
The real agent is not the Spermatic Logos but the Higher Soul which contains the Spermatic Logoi and knows the consequences of every deed which it performs.s Viewed in either its Noetic, i.e. Providential aspect, or its Spermatic phase, i.e. as a principle in the necessary sequence of events in the Sensible World, the Plotinian Logos fulfils in Theodicy a r1ble which manifests profound Stoic influence. The right act on the Plotinian view is performed not by the Providential Logos and yet conformably with it; the evil act is likewise not performed by it but is ruled by Fate, and is part of the causal nexus of events in the Lower Order. We do evil when, without any compulsion of the Providential Logos, we add our acts of ourselves to those of Providence and of its subordinate Logos and Logoi, and are then unable to bring the result into connexion with the Providential Will." Right will, which rises above the affections of the body, seeks that Good which the World-Soul, Nature, seeks or more truly beholds, and aims at the same goal as the Universal Will. Slaves perform many actions on the orders of their master, but the will of the good man is directed to the end proposed by his Master also.'0 And so the Plotinian Theodicy embraces a Determinism which is not far removed from that of Stoicism.i"
In view of the abundance of material, the present investigation can hardly claim to be exhaustive.
Perhaps there are certain apparent contradictions in the Plotinian doctrine which, in the short space at my disposal, I have failed to discuss. The influence of earlier systems on the philosophy of Plotinus is difficult to assess exactly 1 VI. 8, 17. In both systems Logos is developed with the desire, which a monistic attitude towards the Universe promotes, for a rigidly consistent doctrine of creative activity.
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